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The main objective of EHRI is to 
support the Holocaust research 
community by 
 
1.  integrating information on key 

archival collections and 
institutions into an online portal 
(https://portal.ehri-project.eu) 

2. encouraging collaborative 
Holocaust research and 
archiving and investigating new 
methodologies  

https://ehri-project.eu  

 

What? EHRI’s mission 



The EHRI Project – digital activities 

§   Portal website: https://portal.ehri-project.eu 

§   Document blog: https://blog.ehri-project.eu 

§   Training site: https://training.ehri-project.eu 

§   Digital editions: https://begrentze-flucht.ehri-project.eu 
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Integration of archival descriptions 

§   EHRI tries to integrate description hierarchies 

•   Data entered manually by EHRI staff 

•   Data sourced from partner archives (via EAD etc.) 

 

§   Layer additional metadata across different institution hierarchies 

•   Links between institutions and copy collections 

•   Notes and comments contributed by users and EHRI staff 

 



Example of layered metadata connecting  
a collection with an institution record 
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The synchronisation problem 

§   Institutions sometimes reorganise their fonds 

•   Adding new items 

•   Deleting hierarchical levels 

•   Combining series, subseries, etc 

 

§   We want to mirror their changes (automatically) without: 

•   Breaking links – 404 page not found 

•   Losing cross-institution metadata and user-generated content 

 

This means we can’t just delete and re-ingest data  
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Identifying things... 

To perform repeatable mirroring of archival metadata we need stable 
references. 
 
EHRI maps the “native” (source) identifiers (NIDs) to EHRI-specific 
hierarchical identifiers (HIDs). 
 
HIDs incorporate: 
l  country code 
l  repository ID 
l  ID of each hierarchical component  
 
l  … into a single globally-unique EHRI-specific identifier for every 

“archival unit”. 
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Generating EHRI hierarchical identifiers... 

Country: United Kingdom (gb) 
Repository: 000123 (EHRI generated numeric ID) 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HIDs are used in the URL of items in the EHRI portal 

Institution “local” ID EHRI hierarchical ID (HID) 
A [fonds] gb-000123-A 

 
        B [subfonds] gb-000123-A-B 

 
        C [subfonds] gb-000123-A-C 

 
                D [series] gb-000123-A-C-D 

 
                        E [item] gb-000123-A-C-D-E 

 



§  Updating a 
multilingual fonds 
that has been 
reorganised… 

 

 



Moved 

Created Updated 

Deleted 
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Automated synchronisation procedure... 

PRE-INGEST 
§   Create set of existing HIDs: A 

INGEST 
§   Check NIDs are unique within fonds (important!) 

§   Create set of new HIDs: B 

POST-INGEST 

§   Determine created (B \ A) and deleted (A \ B) HIDs 

§   Create mapping of old HID to new HID (moved items) 

•   Items with same NID but different HID 

§   Transfer layered metadata from old copy to new copy 

§   Create 301 redirects from old copy to new copy 

§   Mark old copy for deletion 
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Current status 

§   We can periodically synchronise data from: 

•   An entire archive 

•   An individual fonds 

§   Copy collection metadata and user-generated content is preserved 

§   Prevent 404 errors on portal via HTTP redirects from old HID to new 
HID (unless items have been deleted) 

§   Tested with USHMM data: ~40k archival units at all levels 

§   Constraints: 

•   Only works with EAD 2002 data 

•   Only works if unit identifiers are unique per fonds 
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Thanks 


